Abstract-Hard-to-detect faults such as weak and random faults in FinFET SRAMs represent an important challenge for manufacturing testing in scaled technologies, as they may lead to test escapes. This paper proposes a Design-for-Testability (DFT) scheme able to detect such faults by monitoring the bitline swing of FinFET memories. Using only five operations per cell, we are able to detect defects that cause deterministic, random, and weak faults. Compared to the state of the art, this leads to an improved detection capability at reduced area overhead.
I. INTRODUCTION
FinFET technology enables the continuous downscaling of Integrated Circuits (ICs) as it shows improved short-channel behaviour and overcomes the growing leakage problem of planar CMOS technology [1] . Despite the benefits from Fin-FET technology, miniaturization of semiconductor circuits is still very challenging. For example, Static Random-Access Memories (SRAMs) manufactured at the limits of technology dimensions are statistically more likely to be affected by manufacturing defects [2] . Therefore, they require efficient testing, i.e., tests with a high fault coverage and low cost. This is particularly difficult as dynamic faults are more likely to occur in FinFET SRAMs than in previous technologies [3] . In addition, defects can cause hard-to-detect faults such as random and weak faults. Without proper detection schemes, these faults will lead to test escapes.
Many test approaches to detect memory faults have been proposed in literature. Strong, deterministic faults can be detected by schemes that rely on logic faults observation, such as March algorithms [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Yet, many of these algorithms do not target or have limitations detecting hard-to-detect faults. A more efficient way to detect these faults is to perform parametric testing. A well-known approach is to monitor the SRAM cell's current consumption [9] . More recently, the use of on-chip sensors has been proposed for this monitoring [10, 11] . A key advantage of this methodology is the short test time; only a short sequence of operations is required to detect defects. Nevertheless, this methodology also has drawbacks. The addition of new hardware sensors increases the power consumption, area overhead, and routing complexity. This paper advances the state of the art by presenting a new Design-for-Testability (DFT) scheme for testing FinFET memories. Rather than focusing on power consumption, this scheme identifies faults by using voltage sensors to monitor bitline (BL) swing. Results show that the proposed scheme, which requires only 5 operations per word, is able to not only detect strong deterministic faults, but also hard-to-detect faults such as random and weak faults. This reduces the number of test escapes and increases the overall product quality. The scheme also has a little area overhead, consuming an area equivalent to only six SRAM cells per memory column.
II. HARD-TO-DETECT FAULTS
Manufacturing defects may cause two types of faults in memories [12] :
Strong Faults: This type of fault can be fully sensitized by a sequence of operations; i.e., by applying write or read operations. Strong faults can be expressed by fault primitives using the standard <S/F/R> notation [4] . Some of the faults can have a random behavior [13] (i.e., the cell switches to an undefined state or the BL swing at the sense amplifier's input is smaller than the required value).
Weak Faults: A weak fault can only be partially sensitized by an operation; it leads to parametric faults. From a functional point of view, these faults are undetectable as all write and read operations will pass successfully. Strong deterministic faults always lead to logical faults and are therefore easily detected by fault observation (e.g., using March tests). This is not the case for strong random faults (as the read value is random), neither for weak faults (as they don't cause any logical faults, only parametric deviation). Therefore, random and weak faults are considered hard-to-detect faults -they require additional DFT circuitry that creates special conditions (such as high stress) or performs parametric testing to detect them.
III. DFT FOR HARD-TO-DETECT FAULTS
The DFT technique proposed in this work performs parametric analysis on the bitlines of each memory column. The scheme consists of monitoring the bitline swing using On neighbouring cells, discrepancies can be observed during the operations and defective cells can be singled out.
OCVS are integrated into both bitlines (BL and BL); one sensor is required per bitline (Fig. 1a) . OCVSs operate in parallel by applying the same stimuli to all the cells in the same word. SRAM cells affected by defects will show poor charge and discharge pace and hence, the bitline voltages will differ from their neighbouring cells. This will create skews in the output of sensors, which are later used to identify defective cells. It is important to highlight that this scheme monitors voltage levels on both bitlines in parallel and independently in order to detect defects, thus allowing a greater detection capability. Furthermore, the area overhead of each sensor is approximately equivalente to the area of three SRAM memory cells. Therefore, the cost of this scheme is around six cells per memory column.
Each sensor is composed of two functional blocks (Fig.  1b) : (1) a Two-Stage Operational Amplifier, and (2) a PWM Generator. The two-stage operational amplifier monitors the bitline swing and generates analogue output pulses. Next, the PWM generator converts the analogue pulses to a PWM digital signal that reflects the variations on the bitline swing. The output of the sensors are collected by a Neighborhood Comparison Logic (NCL) circuit [10] that processes them and generate a flag signal when a fault is detected.
IV. VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED DFT
In this scheme, all cells in a row must be tested with the same stimuli. To do so, the March algorithm (w1); (w0,r0,w1,r1) is adopted. First, the algorithm initializes all cells in '1'. Then, it sequentially applies the sequence write '0', read '0', write '1', read '1' to each row. This way, the DFT monitors the bitline swing during all possible operations.
To validate the proposed DFT, we analyze a representative case in detail, namely a resistive bridge (RB) defect between the two internal nodes of a 6T SRAM cell. Fig. 2 shows the input (BL) and output waveforms of the OCVS sensor for defect RB=40 kΩ when the March element (w0,r0,w1,r1) 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a DFT scheme for detecting weak and random faults in FinFET SRAMs. It compares the bitline swing between neighboring cells by identifying variations in the bitline charge and discharge pace during read/write operations. The proposed approach has a very small test time as it detects defects by executing only 5 operations per cell, while simultaneously improving the detection capability significantly. This does not only enhance the testing quality but also reduces the test escapes.
